Radiation-free
living
Vitality that is gained from a stress-free environment
will flow to all aspects of your life

ACADEMY FOR RADIATION PROTECTION &
ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE

Welcome to the
Geovital Academy ...

Where nature feels at home.
The view from the Academy’s balcony.

Radiation-free living is an issue that concerns us all. Physicists
speak of a 2 million fold increase in electronic pollution exposure
in the last 15 years. There are for example in Germany and Austria
around 400.000 mobile phone towers (increasing ever more
rapidly), about 3 million directional transmitters and smaller
transmitters, about 130 million WIFI systems and cordless
telephones and approximately 140 million mobile phones.
The effects and problems of wireless communication technology
are becoming clearer by the day. Exhaustion, Tinnitus in 30 to 40
year olds or ADHD in young children has increased dramatically
in recent years. Before the year 2000 these issues were relatively
unheard of.
We as environmental medicine practitioners worry greatly about
these developments. Geovital has set itself the goal to fight these
developments with all its resources. For more than 30 years we
have perfected solutions to provide radiation-free conditions in
children’s rooms, bedrooms and newly built homes.
We assist our patients to receive thorough bedroom radiation
audits or geobiology consultations from our well trained
Geobiologists and help them to implement effective changes.
We wish for you and ourselves a little
contemplation and radiation-free peace
to revitalise and replenish energy
stores for the challenges of life.
Your Sascha Hahnen
Director Geovital Academy Sulzberg

History

1981
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Family happiness before
the cancer diagnosis

1982

Cancer diagnosis

1982

Cancer symposium in Montfort Castle / Langenargen by personal initiative of Werner Hahnen
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How everything started–
a very personal story

Cancer symposium 1982

from cancer diagnosis to recovery potential
with a very high success rate
1982, the day before Christmas, a diagnosis
of cancer shocked the Hahnen family of
Langenargen on Lake Constance. Mother
Roswitha, 32 years old at the time, had
abdominal and breast cancer and if she was
lucky had half a year left to live according to
her doctor.
Father Werner, who would not accept the
diagnosis, organised a cancer symposium
in Montfort castle in Langenargen to which
scientists and alternative health practitioners
were invited. Werner Hahnen offered 50,000
DM (approximately US$ 40,000) research
funding to that person who could help in their
hour of need.
In this symposium Werner Hahnen first heard
about the relationship between so-called
geopathic stresses and cancer. The biochemist
Dr. Erich Klemke then suggested the use of
an alternative medicine that promoted the
production of killer cells. Six weeks after the
start of treatment with the serum developed
by Dr. Klemke doctors were no longer able to
find any cancer cells in Roswitha Hahnen.

1983
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The first seminars, training on the
practice site in Bezau, Bregenzerwald

This happy news motivated Werner Hahnen
from then on to research naturopathy and
radiation. He developed the first measurable
geopathic stress shielding, founded a medical
practice despite hostility from mainstream
medicine and devoted himself to the study
of electrical engineering and the interior
architecture of Geobiology.
The foundation was laid for the Geovital
Academy which in 2017 would celebrate its
35th anniversary.

Robert Stein and Sascha Hahnen during a TV
interview about the family history for
‘Raum & Zeit’
Video: www.geovital.com

1983

First textbook “Arbeitskreis Erdstrahlen”

1983 – 1984

Construction of the TERRA institute | Development of radiation protection
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Your health is our priority

Pioneering work with a science background

The vision: Radiation protection should benefit all people

It was true pioneering work to develop
effective functioning radiation protection in
the 80s. In today’s perspective it resembled a
difficult ascent of Mount Everest. Only through
diligent experimentation, tweaking and further
development, practitioners and engineers
moved towards the solutions with small steps.
Hardly anyone can today imagine how much
commitment and effort has been invested in
these developments.
Serious Pioneering
With the introduction of wireless
communication technology in the early 90s the
next hurdle that needed to be overcome was
raised.

Fight the causes professionally
The Geovital Academy has been addressing
radiation problems since 1984 to help people
with physical and mental ailments. We see
health as an important personal and social
value. Its meaning is often first recognised
during illness or increasing age.
Our goal is to create awareness of the causes
of disease and to alleviate symptoms or
prevent them from developing altogether. Our
methods are scientifically sound and studies
have proven their effectiveness. Over 250,000
bedroom assessments with mostly successful
reduction of radiation are a testament to our
efforts and a source of motivation for the
future.

It is solely due to the efforts of pioneers that
we now have solutions available like circuit
cut-off switches, shielding paint, anti-static
mattresses with stretch effect and other
important building blocks for radiation-free
living.

1984
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First medical practice opens

1984

Development of Circuit Cut-off Switch | Further developments in radiation protection |
Development of Building Mats for radiation protection in new buildings

1986

TERRA institute in Langenargen

1987

Bedroom assessments, first studies start
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The problems with EMF and Geopathic Stress
are the same the world over ...
the desire for knowledge is equally great ...
Every year we receive more and more inquiries
from across the world, about where our
workshops can be attended.

To meet demand, we currently operate
5 GEOVITAL schools:

GEOVITAL schools world-wide
Sulzberg /Austria

Info at www.geovital.com

1989
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Melbourne /Australia

Los Angeles /USA

Info at en.geovital.com

Doctoral thesis University of Konstanz

Info at en.geovital.com

1989

Meeting with french Geobiologists at
conference in Strassburg

London /England

Info at en.geovital.com

Muscat /Oman

Info at en.geovital.com

1991

Online Courses

Info at en.geovital.com

Television interview with Werner Hahnen
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The Geovital workshops:
Cutting edge learning and experience

Complex subjects explained simply

The difference between knowledge and wisdom
Everyone is welcome in the Geovital
Academy: Ideally suited for therapists,
physicians, architects, tradespeople but also
lay people interested in geopathic stress and
radiation in their home or that of others.
In various seminars and workshops we share
our 35 years of research and experience with
those interested. Some utilise it professionally
and others privately so we aim to cover the
latest in a wide range of subjects.

Ranging from technical applications to
health and wellbeing – Exciting topics like
electrobiology, building biology, geopathic
stress measurement, shielding techniques and
the implications for health are explained here
and shown in practice.
Courses that amaze students, provide
information and hands on solutions to improve
their lives or those of others.
A current course schedule can be found on
our websites. See www.en.geovital.com for
more details and links to local training.

1992
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Werner Hahnen in the TERRA Institute | Practice site in Bregenzerwald

1992

Cancer lectures. Strong interest from patients. | Tree with tree cancer
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Professionals with a personal touch

“Where conventional medicine fails,

Our competent and experienced Academy and Course Directors

simple solutions against radiation

The Geovital Academy team consists of 38 teachers and about 400 Geobiologists. Most have a scientific
background and have come from different disciplines including medicine, electrical engineering, physics, computer
science and architecture. This interdisciplinary cooperation in research and development provides our patients and
trainees with a solid knowledge base. Our faculty:
Medicine

Geobiology and
Electrobiology

Sascha Hahnen
Dip. Geobiologist
CEO Geovital Akademie
Austria

Patrick van der Burght
Geobiologist and director
Geovital Australia, NorthAmerica and International

Sabine Leistner-Mayer
Naturopath
Health and Metabolism
Diagnostics

Peter Marcinowski
Dr. med.
Specialist in Orthopaedics
and Chiropractics

Werner Hahnen
Emeritus Director
of the Geovital Academy
(retired 2010)

exposure will help with most issues.”

Shielding Technology

Building Biology

Elke Ganser
Dip. Geobiologist
BNI Networker

Steffen Peter
Dip. Engineering
Freelance Architect
Building Biology Expert

Healthy Water

Marc Wirth
Dip. Engineering
Building Biology (IBN)
Geobiologist, Biological
Contaminant Expert

Ralf Schneider
Water specialist and
research scientist

Sleep Research

Dietmar Hohn
Geobiologist
Dip. Applied Computer Science

Tino Gomolka
Geobiologist and director
Geovital Switzerland

Brian Hoyer
Functional Nutrition (NTP)
Kinesiologist (ART)

Hans Gruber
Cancer Consultant–Krebs 21

Michael Greschek
Dip. Building Biologist
and Geobiologist

Martine Davis
Building Biologist (IBE)
Specialist for Air quality
Microbes and Mold

Siegfried Schröder
Geobiologist
Solar and Photovoltaic Expert
and Standards Appraiser

Administration

Geology

Bianca Hahnen
Bianca Hahnen
MA–Bookkeeping and
Accounting

1993 –1999
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Ernst Schwarzhans
Sleep researcher and
Geobiologist

Martin Kingsbury
Geobiologist and
director of the Geovital
Academy United Kingdom

Evelyn Obermoser
Dr. med. univ.
Dr. med. dent.
General Practitioner &
Dentistry

Geobiologists in sailing
Left to right: 1st in Pacific Regatta, 1st in Australia, 3rd in Atlantic Rally for Cruisers

Hartmut Hornbacher
Naturopath, Neural Therapy,
Live blood analysis,
Kirlian photography

1996

TERRA Institute in Langenargen

Rainer Scholz
Dip. Geobiology
Shielding Technology and
Water Quality Expert

1996

100,000 patients

Johannes Kautz
Dip. Engineering
Geobiologist
Radiation-Free Building Expert

Roman Schäfler
Freelance Architect
Specialist for Geovital Building
Energy Planning

1997

Jiri Polivka
Specialist for the Water
Authority Bavaria
Expert in Water Sources/
Drilling and Radiation Shielding

Passing of Dr Heinz Kohnen, Geophysicist –
important partner and co-developer
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The Geovital training site

Anyone can dowse

The perfect spot for your education

To detect and measure man-made radiation,
one can use instrumentation. For Geopathic
Stress, dowsing is used. Dowsing is as old as
humanity. The oldest uses of this skill go well
over 6,000 years back. Every era has it’s own
dowsers.
In the 18 and 19 hundreds, every farmer
knew how to dowse. They used this to find
water for their cattle. This technique was
passed on from generation to generation.
Nowadays still 70% of farms are not connected
to a publicly available water supply. Due to
industrialisations and more technology based
professions, this technique has been lost. At
Geovital, we show our students how easy it is
to dowse.

2000 – 2001
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you just have to be shown how.
A school that teaches Geobiology and
Geopathic Stress, only makes sense when
natural issues, like fault lines and water veins,
can be studied in nature. For this reason,
Geovital Geobiology training wherever in the
world, makes an effort to show and practice
with these issues outside the classroom. This
makes for a much better learning experience
and often allows the student to visually check
their findings.
The training site used by our head quarters in
Sulzberg, Austria, must be the most unique in
the world. Geovital has been teaching here for
over 35 years and the site is frequently visited
by professionals to check their skills and
‘calibrate’ themselves.

Development continues | Construction of the Geovital
Academy, Sulzberg | Transformation from TERRA institute
to Geovital

2000

Dr. Doepp’s Prognostests
confirms effectiveness

2000

Material testing and refinement with the German Armed Forces University Munich

2000

New manual
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Most homes need improvement

You may think your home is free of radiation.
Your home could be new, clean, in a good area,
perhaps away from the city or you can see
no visible power cables. You may not have a
smart meter installed on your home, you may
avoid radiation emitting technology ... but yet
you would likely be disgusted to see what you
are exposed to in your bedroom every night.

When we measure for electric field exposure
on someone’s foot, quite a distance from
the internal wiring, 9 out of 10 people show
high readings. There could be communication
technology near your home or km’s away
reaching into the home. In addition to manmade radiation you could also be exposed to
excessive natural radiation.

Why is this?
The mix of electricity with normal building
practices makes for a very bad combination.

You owe it to yourself and loved ones
(especially children) to address these issues.
Make your home a truly safe haven to rest,
regenerate and help you live life to its fullest.

What is stopping you from
regenerating and recovering properly?

Offending circuits need to be identified before
any mitigation is implemented.

2005
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First diploma courses begin

2005

Introduction of the brand name Physiologa for retail bedding stores.
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Only thorough knowledge leads
to effective action

You can’t see me, you can’t hear me,
but believe me, I am there ...

The cause and effect relationship
Of course not everything is related to elec
tronic pollution and radiation. But just reflect
for a moment how the world around us has
changed over the past 20 years.
We live in the digital age overloaded with elec
tronic signals. What we are experiencing now
is just the beginning! It is getting worse ...
You may choose to ignore what is happening.
Arguments like: “That is everywhere now ...”
have their place. The fact is however, that the
incidences of health problems are increasing
dramatically. You have to decide whether to be
like the 3 monkeys or to do something actively
for yourself and your family.

See the Geobiologist as an assistant and
friend of the family, your partner in finding the
problems in your home. We let you hold the
instruments, show you how to use them so you
can take the measurements yourself and get a
detailed insight into the situation within your
four walls. Only when you understand what
the problem is will you know what needs to be
done.

Chronic Conditions and Complaints
The human body can resist many health
burdens for a long period of time but
eventually the defences wear down. People
get ill and at first do not even know why ...

Wireless Communication Technology =
Microwave radiation

At certain levels, high frequency microwave
radiation from sources like phone tower panels
and their directional transmitters, become
toxic to the nervous system!

You have a choice:
Either this ...

Solutions–Physical and Technical shielding
The identification of these causes (by home
and bedroom assessments) is the most
important component. Only then can a
radiation-free environment be created by
implementing targeted counter measures. The
body needs this in order to regain the ability to
regenerate effectively.

or take action.

2005
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Expansion of the Academy | Construction of the second building

2006

Sascha Hahnen, Medical Congress in Graz
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Only with a professional investigation
can you find the right solutions
This is where you need your Geovital Geobiologist
The client or patient has always been the main
focus for Geovital. Whether you are building
a new house or wish your existing home or
bedroom to be checked, whether it is because
you wish to safeguard your children or you are
experiencing serious medical conditions, the
driving force behind anything Geovital does is
always to achieve the best long-term results
for you.

2006
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Living radiation-free is in most cases easier
than you might imagine. Our Geobiologists
always aim to utilise solutions in the most
effective manner to minimise costs and max
imise results in every situation. A satisfied
client means we have achieved our goal.

The results of a bedroom

A clear example of this are the low assessment
costs which we keep very reasonable. This
includes a professional assessment of about
3 hours by a certified Geovital Geobiologist
and concludes by leaving you with a detailed
report.

and encourages creative strategies.

Ongoing improvement of shielding solutions | Radiation protection in agriculture | New Shielding Paint | Improved protection
mats for home construction | Efficient shielding of buildings using GPA mesh

assessment are always unique.
Every house reveals different issues

2006

Opening of the Akademie des Wissens in the new building
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Site and building assessments
by Geovital Academy
Build a home that will add to your health and happiness
Get your building plans checked
Regardless if you are building or renovating,
the Geobiologist of the Geovital Academy will
help you to locate the radiation burdens in your
future living and sleeping areas. Based on many
years of experience in Geobiology our trained
consultants will plan with you to have radiation
shielding and avoidance incorporated into your
project. This saves money and gives your home
the level of protection you wish it to provide
your family.
Don’t build a sick home
Build healthier with radiation protection
Your Geovital Academy radiation specialist
works with you and your architect to uncover
the weak points in the design which would be
a health burden and select the appropriate
strategies and materials at the outset of your
project. The cost is insignificant considering the
value of a home but it is a great investment in
yourself. Safe guarding your well-being is the
most important function your house should have.
Did you know, that a wooden construction or
framework is perfect from a building biology
perspective but electrobiologically it is a
disaster?

Did you know, that early planning and strategy
can save you time and money in renovations
and new homes? Built in radiation protection!
Preferably a Geovital consultant should be
involved before your land purchase to avoid
locations with unfixable problems!
Did you know, that 95% of all Circuit Cut-off
Switches fitted by an electrician are incorrectly
placed? The expertise of a Geobiologist is required
to investigate and uncover the radiation leakage
of internal wiring. Only if fitted to exactly the right
circuits do these switches bring their benefit.
Did you know, that Solar panel systems without
the placement of shielding mesh on average emit
1700 V/m of electric field onto beams and the
underlying rooms?
Circuit Cut-off Switches
Automatic radiation elimination
In bedrooms there are various circuits responsible
for radiation exposure. Your Geovital consultant
measures the circuits’ radiation and will show you
how Circuit Cut-Off Switches can eliminate this.
They will cut off power supply to the circuits when
no electricity is used, effectively removing all
radiation associated with internal wiring.

The clever solution: Radiation-free building!

AUSTRALIEN

2006
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250,000 Patients

2010

Geovital Down Under. Second school opens in Australia |
Patrick van der Burght launches the Australian and
New Zealand branches

2011

Manual, fourth edition –
30,000 copies sold
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Verifiable radiation protection for your own four walls

Simple tools for

up to 99.999 percent shielding confirmed

a targeted solution

Through many years of development and cooperation with research institutes and manufacturers, Geovital
Academy has developed a series of unique shielding solutions and tested their effectiveness. These products
and the information on their proper use and installation are available through all Geovital consultants.
Shielding against mobile phone towers and other
transmitters
T98 is our most effective shielding solution creating radiationfree walls from the ground up. This electrically conductive
undercoat addresses two commonly found issues at once: Low
frequency electric field exposure from home wiring and high
frequency radiation from wireless transmitters.

Shielding Fabric
With this semi-transparent curtain material we can provide
effective protection against high frequency electromagnetic
radiation. As curtains or bed canopies this fabric is ideal due
to its high air and light permeability. Beyond its exceptional
shielding effectiveness needed for our clients, our shielding
fabric is also attractive to look at.

Shielding against excesses of natural radiation
In Europe geopathic stress is well documented and taken very
seriously in natural medicine. We regularly train sceptical
health practitioners and tradespeople to identify these health
burdens. With the Geovital geopathic stress solutions the
issues (Water veins, Tectonic disturbances, Fault lines, etc.) are
simply and quickly resolved. This has proven to be an effective
and durable approach over the last 25 years.

Elimination of radiation exposure from internal wiring
After careful investigation of which circuits are contributing to
electric field exposure found on most people when in bed, our
Circuit Cut-Off Switches can be fitted by an electrician. This
great invention will cut off power supply to the circuit when no
electricity is used, effectively removing all radiation associated
with internal wiring. When you turn an appliance or light back
on, the electricity is instantly returned. A supplied light in a
power outlet will show you when power has been cut.
Mobile Phone Shielding Pouch
Nearly everyone has a mobile phone. What most people do not
know, is that smart phones can produce microwave spikes of
up to 35 watt. That penetrates the skull of an adult by about
3.5 centimeter/1.5 inches. With children that is even deeper.
By using a shielding pouch, this is effectively reduced because
a physical radiation reflective barrier is placed between the
head and the phone.

Construction Shielding Mats
When radiation protection is incorporated into the flooring
during construction, the home is protected from the outset
against natural influences. It is therefore recommended that
the placement of these mats is planned for with your architect
or builder.

Geovital Instrumentation
High and low frequency radiation can be easily assessed with
the new Geovital EM and HF field probe. Both devices were
developed around medical assessment methods and indicate in
an easy to understand manner when values are ok or too high.

Shielding Mesh
For external walls and the roof areas effective shielding mesh
has been developed against high frequency radiation. Your
Geovital consultant will gladly educate you about the materials
and how they are correctly utilised. Whilst many manufacturers
and service providers can only relate to lab test reports, we
know what actually works for your health in a practical sense.

Academy for Radiation Protection & Geobiology

2011
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Mobile Phone
Shielding Pouch

2012

30 Year anniversary in Sulzberg, Austria

2013

New Logo

2014

New professional literature
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Sleeping comfort adjusted to you

Geovital Stretch-Effect mattress

the patented Geovital Stretch-Effect mattress

Physiotherapy for healthy sleep
5 Patents

The history
The problem of electrically conductive
mattress materials was first brought to light
in our research back in 1982. This means in
most cases an increased effect of low and high
frequency radiation caused by metal spring
systems, Latex, horse hair, memory foam,
mattresses with silver threads and other
mattress materials.
The Academy was looking for suitable materials to recommend to patients and executed
extensive testing in which more than 600
different mattress types were tested. To our
amazement there was no material in use that
met the high standards of the Academy in
terms of being anti-static and toxin-free and
having low electrical conductivity, high air
permeability and allergy compatibility.

enhanced by the participation of orthopedic
surgeons in development of the Stretch-Effect
feature which aims to provide relief to those
patients who struggle with joint and back pain.
A simple mechanical action would convert
the pressure on the nerve tissue into a relief
bringing traction.
How it works: The slanted panels fold under
the body weight of the sleeper. This results
in a lengthening of the surface area towards
the head and feet, thereby generating a gentle
stretch effect proportional to body weight.
The aim is to shift the pressure of the spine
into the negative with a traction of - 0.8 to
- 1 kg (- 1.8 to - 2.2 pound) when lying down.

Physiotherapy during sleep
Healthier sleep without irritation
Supportive for:
 Back and spinal problems
 Disc problems / prolapse
 Chronic complaints
 Skin illnesses and allergies
 Sleeping difficulties
 Sciatica, Joints, Circulation

Based on the research results, in most cases
a 48 hour pain-free period can be achieved,
clearly enhancing everyday life.

Antistatic, Latex-free and electrically neutral.
Removable and washable cover.
90% of owners recommend it.

Spurred on by these findings, new techniques
were developed to obtain the desired and
appropriate core material. This was later

Vitality that is gained from a refreshing regenerative
sleep will flow to all aspects of your life.

2014
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English Geovital website goes live
www.en.geovital.com attracts over 3,000 readers daily

2014

Every month workshops are full

2015

Examinations for diploma | Geovital Geobiologists pass with flying colours
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Pioneers of professional Geobiology

Geovital – On course for the future

Growing authority from Lake Constance to the rest of the world

The Geovital Academy with its 35 years
experience is still the only institute for
professionally trained Geobiologists in the
world. Most experts who are now working
in this field have either come through our
school in Sulzberg or have been trained by
one of our graduates. In this way the in-depth
knowledge of Geobiology is spreading across
the world, including additional countries where
training is now also available, like the UK, USA,
Oman and Australia. Our success is a major
motivator to continue to pioneer our more
complete holistic health approach.

Internationally orientated
In addition to our main activities of research
and development, we train more than
200 interested individuals each year who
receive comprehensive theoretical insight
and practical instruction in our Geobiology
workshops. Geovital currently operates
consultation centres in 19 countries.

GEOVITAL School
Service

2015
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New HF field probe is finished after
4 years of research and development

2015

The third Geovital school starts in England.
Martin Kingsbury leads Geovital UK

2015

Annual Sommerfest party returns for
the first time to Montfort Castle
Where it all began ...

2016

Fourth school starts up in Oman–Fifth school starts in Los Angeles, USA
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Valuable Information on the Internet
en.geovital.com
Here you will find:
 Downloads
 Videos
 Articles
 Recommendations
 Educational calendar
 Cost
 Products
 Solutions
 Bedroom assessment
 Home construction advise

2016
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New EM field probe available after 3 years of research
and development

2017

Online courses commence offering
in-depth training to distant students

The success story
continues ...
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Geovital-Akademie
für Geobiologie und Strahlenschutz
Unterwolfbühl 430
A-6934 Sulzberg
Tel. +43 (0)5516 24 671
info@geovital.com
www.geovital.com
GEOVITAL UK
Unit 21b Blake House Farm
Blake End, Braintree
Essex CM77 6RA, UK
Tel. +44 (0) 800 130 3309
uk@geovital.com
www.en.geovital.com

GEOVITAL Australia/New Zealand
PO Box 7002
Upper Ferntree Gully
VIC 3156, Australia
Tel. AU +61 (0)3 9020 1330
Tel. NZ +64 (0)9 887 0515
help@geovital.com.au
www.en.geovital.com

GEOVITAL North America
6475 E Pacific Coast Hwy, suite
#1019
Long Beach, CA 90803
Tel. +1 888 999 2084
usa@geovital.com
www.en.geovital.com

GEOVITAL Switzerland
Rubigenstrasse 2 D
CH-3123 Belp, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)77 410 4242
info@geovital.ch
www.geovital.ch

Environmental medicine is the study of how the environment affects health. Radiation avoidance, shielding or mattress replacement is not a medical treatment, a cure or a substitute for
medical care. Our consultants do not diagnose or treat conditions, but rather aim to improve the environmental so that the body can heal or restore itself better. Health results or recoveries can
never be guaranteed. - The word ‘patient’ in this and other Geovital documentation is used in reference to the health clients of our Austrian health clinic. For countries where the word ‘patient'
is reserved for other modalities, please substitute the word 'patient' for the word ‘health client’. - References made by Geovital’s documentation or its consultants, to exposure levels of
radiation being too high, are being made based on Geovital’s extensive experience with health clients. These levels are likely well below the allowable exposure standards set by government.

